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Abstract Biological tissues accumulate mechanical stress during their growth.
The mere measurement of the stored stress is not an easy task. We address
here the spherical case and our experiments consist in performing an incision
of a spherical microtissue (tumor spheroid) grown in vitro. On the theoreti-
cal part we derive a compatibility condition on the stored stress in spherical
symmetry, which imposes a relation between the circumferential and radial
stored stress. The numerical implementation uses the hyperelastic model of
Ciarlet and Geymonat. A parametric study is performed to assess the influ-
ence of each parameter on the shape of the domain after the incision. As a
conclusion, the total radial stored stress can be confidently estimated from
the measurement of the opening after incision. We validate the approach with
experimental data.
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1 Introduction
Position of the problem and previous work. Physical forces play a crucial role
in tissue development and in the control of adult tissue homeostasis [4,16].
A tissue is an organized population of cells that grow and deform to create
and maintain a defined 3D shape. The deformation and re-organization of
the tissue occurs at a faster time scale than tissue growth, hence at a given
time the tissue can be considered in quasi-static equilibrium. This implies the
existence of intrinsic mechanical forces and a precisely tuned balance that
maintains homeostatic tension. Sensing compression and tension forces (i.e.,
mechano-sensing) is an important component of cell physiology, hence a change
in mechanical homeostasis within tissues is associated with several diseases and
has been observed during tumor growth.
In a seminal work on blood vessels Fung and collaborators have shown [5]
the fundamental importance of the residual stress in tissues. The residual stress
is defined as the remaining stress in a body when all the external loads have
been removed. The state considered here is the unloaded state to determine
the residual stress, but in vivo this zero-stress state is unreachable and no
strain gauge exists. Thus, currently there is no method to measure in vivo the
residual stress. Making incisions in a tissue ex vivo and observing any resulting
changes of shape can reveal the presence of residual stress. By using this
experimental method, Fung et al. have shown the presence of residual stress in
the cardiovascular system (arteries [5,15], veins [24], ventricular myocardium
[19]) and trachea [11]. An important conclusion of these works is that the level
of internal stress and strain of organs guide the physiological functions.
As in other tissues, residual stress in solid tumors is not measurable in
vivo. Jain and collaborators applied the concept presented above and have
shown by relaxation experiments after cutting ex vivo murine tumors from
different cell lines and also on human tumors (sarcoma) that solid tumors are
also characterized by an intrinsic growth-induced solid stress [23].
Numerous models have been proposed to account for the interplay between
tissue growth and mechanical stress, the reader is referred to the review [14] for
detailed material and references. Remodelling occurs during tissue growth and
can be accounted for by microscopic models as well as continuous models, e.g.
by considering multiphasic materials [2,10]. The aim of the present work is not
to describe the accumulation of stress as time evolves, but rather to estimate at
a given instant the stress in the domain. The reason is that our measurements
are obtained by destructive experiments similar to Fung’s setup, it is therefore
not possible to follow the history of one sample. In this framework it makes
sense to use a continuous model and consider the tissue as a hyperelastic
solid (composed of one phase). The stored stress is described by a tensor
field F o which is locally the deformation gradient from the reference stress
free configuration. The multiplicative decomposition F o = FeFg, where Fg is
the growth tensor and Fe is the accomodation tensor is known as the Bilby-
Gardner-Stroh-Kröner-Lee decomposition [18]. The description at longer time
scale to account for growth or remodelling after the incision of the domain
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should incorporate more complex models, e.g. multiphasic models or poro-
elasto-plastic models [1]. This is not in the scope of the present work.
Main contributions. We propose a method to estimate the accumulated stored
stress in a spherical tissue domain based on cutting experiments. The avail-
able information in an ideal experiment is the shape of the domain after the
incision, and the question addressed in the present work is to determine what
quantities regarding the stored stress can be inferred from the observation of
the shape of the domain. We use the fact that the domain is initially (before
the incision) under quasi-static equilibrium to derive compatibility conditions
on the stored stress. These compatibility conditions were first proposed in [13]
and we adapt them to spherical symmetry. In other words the spatial dis-
tribution of stored stress cannot be arbitrary and we precisely describe the
admissible distributions of stored stress, by providing a relation that must be
satisfied between radial and circumferential stored stresses. To the best of our
knowledge this relation is new. We provide also the methodological material
necessary to perform simulations of stored stress, using a particular strain
energy density proposed by Ciarlet and Geymonat [7]. We perform a para-
metric study to estimate the influence of each parameter of the model on the
simulation results. A parameter that has a tiny influence on the result of the
simulation can not be recovered confidently since any value of this parameter
in its range predicts similar results. This parametric study allows us to assess
which mechanical parameters can be inferred from the experiments.
In our case the experiment consists in the incision of spherical microtis-
sues, with typical scale a few hundreds micrometers. We used multicellular
spheroids, in vitro models that reproduce the 3D architecture of tissues or
tumor micro-domains. They represent versatile avatar that are widely used in
pharmacological evaluation or tissue engineering [8]. We observe a large vari-
ability in the shape of the domain after incision, mainly due to experimental
bias (the cutting plane is not always perfectly a symmetry plane) and sample
variability. We thus boil down the measured data to two numeric quantities:
opening length vs incision depth. We show that it is then possible to esti-
mate confidently the total radial stored stress. Our approach is validated by a
comparison with experimental results.
The present paper is somehow a proof of concept. In a forthcoming work
we will apply the methodology presented here to different in vitro experiments
and derive new biological understanding on mechanical stresses on tumors 3D
models.
Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we present the modelling of the stored
stress that will be used in the sequel, together with a discussion in the case of
spherical symmetry. We describe in Section 3 the hyperelastic model that we
will use, following Ciarlet and Geymonat [7]. The parametric study is detailed
in Section 4. Finally we demonstrate the ability of our model to provide quan-
titative estimates of stored stress, by analyzing the results of one experiment
in Section 5.
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2 Stored stress
2.1 The experimental approach
Fig. 1 Incisions depth and opening length. In practice the incision depth is obtained as the
average of the lengths of both sides of the incision.
In the present work we estimate and characterize the accumulated stored
stress within a spherical microtissue by a quantitative comparison between
in vitro experiments and in silico simulations. In vitro experiments were per-
formed on multicellular spheroids made of HCT116 colon carcinoma cells. The
spheroid is initially considered at rest, and the medium is pre-stressed. The in
silico and in vitro experiments consist of cutting the spheroid, either in two
halves or partially along a half plane. This incision has the effect of partially
releasing the stored stress leading to the opening of spheroids. We define in
Figure 1 the incision depth and opening length after cutting.
2.2 Notation
We consider the domain at a given instant and we assume that the tissue is
a hyperelastic medium at the time scale of our observation. This means that
neither active mechanical behaviour, nor viscoelastic effects (that occur at a
longer time scale) are considered.
Before the incision, the spherical domain of the tissue is denoted Ω. The
domain is at rest under homogeneous Neumann boundary condition, and we
neglect the gravity so there is no volume load. Let u(x) denote the displace-
ment of the point x ∈ Ω. The position x is the reference position of the
material point and its position after the displacement is x + u(x).
Modelling the tissue as a hyperelastic solid undergoing finite deformations
amounts to assume that the configuration under given external loads minimizes
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the mechanical energy. This energy is given as the integral over Ω of a local
density energy W = W (F ) where the deformation gradient F is given by F =
Id +∇u and W depends on the mechanical model. The reader is referred to
[6,17] for a detailed presentation. This description is valid when the reference
configuration corresponds to a stress-free state. We describe in Section 2.3 the
case of prestressed material.
If we assume that the medium is isotropic then the local energy density
depends only on the principal invariants i1, i2, i3 of the right Cauchy-Green
strain tensor C = FTF . The invariants of the right Cauchy-Green tensor are
i1(C) = Tr(C),
i2(C) = Tr(adj(C)) =
1
2
(Tr(C)2 − Tr(C2)), (1)
i3(C) = det(C).
The precise form of W (F ) = W(i1(C), i2(C), i3(C)) that we use in our simu-






W(i1(C), i2(C), i3(C)) dx
can be achieved by satisfying the following Euler-Lagrange conditions:{
div(FS) = 0 Ω,
Dirichlet/Neumann boundary cond. ∂Ω,
where S = 2
∂W
∂C
is the second Piola Kirchhof stress tensor.
2.3 Constitutive equation for a prestressed hyperelastic isotropic material
Our description of the stored stress accumulated in growing tissues follows
the description of residual stresses provided in [13]. In the present section we
describe the approach of [13] and its application to hyperelastic materials. At
the neighborhood of the point x in the reference configuration the medium is
obtained from a virtual stress free reference configuration by a stored strain
F o, see Figure 2. The tensor field F o induces a stored stress through the
constitutive equation of the medium. Note that, following [13], at each point
x there is a local tensor field F o(x) that describes the local stored strain. This
local deformation gradient is not necessarily the gradient of a global uo. In
the sequel we omit to write explicitly the dependence on x.










Fig. 2 Representation of an infinitesimal neighborhood of a point x in the different con-
figurations describing the stored stress, following the presentation in [13]. The reference
configuration represents the medium at rest, which means without displacement but possi-
bly with accumulated stress. When released from the stress exerted from the surrounding
medium, the infinitesimal neighborhood relaxes to a (virtual) stress free configuration. The
accumulated stress is described by the deformation gradient F o from the virtual stress free
configuration to the reference configuration. The neighborhood of x is distorted through the
displacement field u. The constitutive equation for the medium with accumulated stress is
obtained from the constitutive hyperelastic law of the medium, and the deformation from
the stress free configuration to the deformed configuration is FF o, where F = Id+∇u.
When the deformation from the reference configuration is u, and the local
deformation gradient is F = Id+∇u then the deformation gradient from the
stress-free configuration is FF o. Therefore the local energy density is
W ′(F ) =
1
detF o





o) are the invariants of the prestrained right Cauchy-Green
strain tensor




accounts for the local change of volume between the virtual
stress free configuration and the reference configuration. The displacement







The Euler-Lagrange equation that expresses the stationarity of Eo at u reads
∀ϕ ∈ H1(Ω,R3), DEo(u).ϕ = 0. (2)
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(∂1W.Di1(Co).ϕ+ ∂2W.Di2(Co).ϕ+ ∂3W.Di3(Co).ϕ) dx.
The prestrained invariants are provided below together with their derivatives
which are obtained using tedious but straightforward calculations:
i1(C
o) = Tr(F oTFTFF o),
Di1(C













o) = det(F oTFTFF o),
Di3(C
o).ϕ = 2 det(F oTF o) det(FTF )FC−1 : ∇ϕ.










∂1WF oF oT + ∂2W
[
Tr(Co)F oF oT − F oF oTFTFF oF oT
]
+ ∂3W det(F oTF o) det(FTF )C−1
)
.
An integration by parts yields
div(FSo) = 0 in Ω.
Note: the experimental boundary condition is homogeneous Neumann (the
sample is free to move), but on the mathematical point of view it is desir-
able to have uniqueness of the solution. Uniqueness is ensured in the space
H1(Ω,R3)/SE3 where SE3 is the group of positive isometries of the Euclidean
3-space. On the numerical point of view, uniqueness is enforced by defining
a fixed point (homogeneous Dirichlet condition) at the center of the sphere,
a homogeneous Dirichlet condition in the x direction for the nadir -the point
with coordinates (0,0,-1)- and a zero angular momentum w.r.t. two orthogonal
axes to prevent translations and rotations. This amounts to restrict admissible
displacements to a subspace of H1(Ω,R3) of co-dimension 6.
2.4 Admissible stored stress under spherical symmetry
Following [13] there is a compatibility condition on the stored stress that
comes from the fact that the medium is under elastic equilibrium (before we
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start cutting it), in other words F = Id solves the equilibrium equation. This
condition reads {
div(T ) = 0 Ω,






(∂1W+∂2WTr(F oF oT ))F oF oT−
2
detF o
∂2WF oF oTF oF oT+2 detF o∂3WId.
(4)
In our experiments, the domain is a sphere, which can be assumed to be the
unit sphere, up to a change of space unit. We assume that all the quantities of
interest possess spherical symmetry, and we use spherical coordinates (r, θ, ϕ).
In particular the right Cauchy-Green tensor at rest reads
F oF oT = Id+ α(r)er ⊗ er + β(r)(eθ ⊗ eθ + eϕ ⊗ eϕ), (5)
where α(r), resp. β(r), denote the magnitude of the compressive, resp. circum-
ferential, stored strain. In order to write the equilibrium equation we will use
the following quantities:
Tr(F oF oT ) = 3 + α(r) + 2β(r),
and
(detF o)2 = (1 + α(r))(1 + β(r))2.
Therefore Equation (4) in spherical coordinates reads, when we denote for




(∂1W + ∂2W(3 + α+ 2β))
1 + α 0 00 1 + β 0





(1 + α)2 0 00 (1 + β)2 0
0 0 (1 + β)2
+ 2
detF o
∂3W(1 + α)(1 + β)2Id
=
T11 0 00 T22 0
0 0 T22
 ,
where the coefficients T11 = T11(r) and T22 = T22(r) depend on the stored
strain distribution through α and β, and on the constitutive law of the mate-
rial. The radial stored strain α(r) and the circumferential stored strain β(r)
cannot be arbitrary since they are related by the fact that the medium is at




(2T11 − 2T22) = 0, (6)
where T ′11 denotes the derivative of T11. This approach provides an explicit
compatibility condition between radial and circumferential stored stress what-
ever the constitutive law of the material is. We give the precise form of
this compatibility condition in terms of stored strains in the case of Ciarlet-
Geymonat material below.
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3 The mechanical model
3.1 Ciarlet-Geymonat model
We consider a Ciarlet-Geymonat model [7] which is a realistic model of 3D
deformations. It models a hyperelastic material with the following energy den-
sity:























where λ, µ and a describe the material and i1, i2, i3 are the invariants defined
in Equation (1). When the strain tends to 0, this is asymptotic to a linear
material satisfying Hooke’s law with Lamé parameters λ, µ. The constitutive
parameters are required to satisfy the following constraints:









It is proved in [7] that such an energy density is polyconvex in the sense of
Ball [3] when the constraints (8) are satisfied, which ensures the existence
of solutions. Moreover this energy density becomes infinite when det(C) →
0, which is a desirable property: it ensures that no admissible deformation
satisfies det(C) = 0. We also use in Section 4 the description in terms of
Young’s modulus E and Poisson coefficient ν, the coefficient a still satisfiying
(8).






















We can deduce from this law the precise compatility condition between
the compressive and circumferential stored strains. Under the assumption of
spherical symmetry, we have in spherical coordinates:
T =
T11 0 00 T22 0
0 0 T33

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with
T11 = 2(a+ (
µ
2
− a)(3 + α+ 2β)) (1 + α)
1/2
1 + β
− (µ− 2a) (1 + α)
3/2
1 + β
+ (2a− µ+ λ
2




(1 + α)1/2(1 + β)
, (9)
T22 = T33 = 2(a+ (
µ
2
− a)(3 + α+ 2β)) 1
(1 + α)1/2
− (µ− 2a) 1 + β
(1 + α)1/2
+ (2a− µ+ λ
2




(1 + α)1/2(1 + β)
. (10)
Note that from the mechanical point of view it may seem more natural
to understand a stored stress, while from the numerical point of view the
computations require to know the stored strain.
In practice we adopt the following procedure to determine a distribution
of stored strain that meets the compatibility condition.
Data: The function T11(r) for r ∈ [0, 1].
Result: The stored strains α(r) and β(r)




2- for each r on a discrete grid, compute α(r) and β(r) by solving
the system (9)-(10) for the unknowns α, β;
Algorithm 1: Computation of an admissible stored stress distribution
when the radial stored stress distribution T11 is given.
3.2 Numerical approach
The parameters of the material are the following:
µ, λ, a.
The stored stress distribution is described by the function r 7→ T11(r).
Algorithm 1 from Section 3.1 allows to estimate the circumferential stored
stress T22, and the stored strain distribution described by α and β.
When the sphere is cut along a half plane at a given depth, the resulting
displacement is symmetric w.r.t. the cutting plane. Therefore the simulation
uses a half sphere as a domain, together with homogeneous Neumann condition
along the incision, and homogeneous Dirichlet condition along the part of the
symmetry plane that was not cut. The boundary condition is illustrated in
Figure 3.
Our numerical simulations proceed as follows:
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Data: µ, λ, a, r 7→ T11(r) and d the incision depth.
Result: the displacement u after the incision
1- Compute α(r) and β(r) using Algorithm 1;
2- Compute the stored left Cauchy-Green strain tensor F oF oT
from the value of α, β using Eq.(5) ;
3- Virtual incision: use the stored strain tensor F oF oT in a
half-sphere. Solve for the displacement u ;
Algorithm 2: Numerical incision of a sphere with stored stress
Fig. 3 Boundary condition to solve for the displacement, the sphere is cut along the xz-
plane. In red : homogeneous Dirichlet condition along y direction, in blue: traction free
surface (homogeneous Neumann). Left: the boundary condition for the initial domain, where
the displacement field u ≡ 0 is the solution. Right: the boundary condition for the incision,
in this example the depth of the incision is half the diameter of the sphere.
The numerical simulations are implemented using Python and the finite
elements library GetFem++ [20]. The mesh is generated using Gmsh [9].
The displacement field u is discretized using P1 finite elements. The non-
linear elasticity problem is solved using a classical progressive loading method,
where the stored strain is increased at each step, see e.g. [22]. At each incre-
ment of the load the following system is solved using a gradient descent:{
divT = 0 Ω,
T.n = 0 ∂Ω,
(11)
where




(∂1W + ∂2WTr(F oF oTFTF ))FF oF oT −
2
detF o
∂2WFF oF oTFTFF oF oT
+ 2∂3W detF o det(F )2F−T .
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Fig. 4 Left: simulation of the displacement after an incision with depth 1 (half diameter of
the sphere). The mechanical parameters are the following: ν = 0.46, E = 1, a = 0.6µ/2 and
the radial stored stress is T11(r) = γ(r2 − 1), where the constant γ is chosen so that the
opening of the domain is equal to half of its radius. Right: superposition of the simulation
and the binarized image of spheroid after the in vitro incision.




T (u) : ∇ϕ = 0.
The update vector at each iteration of the gradient method is h that solves




T ′(uk).h : ∇ϕ = −
∫
Ω
T (uk) : ∇ϕ.
We present in Figure 4 the deformed domain after the incision for one numer-
ical simulation. This illustration is obtained using Paraview [12]. The simula-
tion is performed on a half ball, and for a more natural rendering we present
the complete domain obtained by adding the symmetric of the computed de-
formed domain. We present also the comparison with one experimental profile.
4 Parametric study
In this section we study numerically the influence of the parameters on the
simulated displacement field. A parameter that has a small influence on the
displacement field cannot be recovered from the in vitro experiments, since its
value does not affect the measurements (or not significantly above the error
level), even in the ideal case where the displacements of all points could be
measured.
We proceed as follows: the domain is cut at a depth equal to 1 (the radius
of the sphere). In order to obtain comparable displacement fields, for each
value of the parameters the magnitude of the stored stress is normalized so
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that the opening takes a prescribed value. The estimation of the influence of
the parameters can be interpreted as the answer to the following question:
’for a given opening of the domain, what is the influence of the considered
parameter on the precise shape of the deformed domain ?’.
4.1 Description of the parameters
Our mechanical model depends on several parameters: the material parameters
and the parameters describing the stored stress. In this section, we list precisely
these parameters and discuss on their ranges in our parametric study. All the
parameters and values are summarized in Table 1.
First, the mechanical parameters that describe the Ciarlet-Geymonat ma-
terial are: λ, µ and a. Second, the radial stored stress T11 is set to a power func-
tion for simplicity, described by the parameter n. The circumferential stored
stress T22 is computed according to Equation (6). It yields









It is recalled that T11(r) must vanish at the boundary r = 1, because of the
boundary condition (3). Also note that numerical tests show that when the
function r 7→ T11(r) is decreasing on the interval [0, 1], and hence positive, the
sphere tends to close after the numerical incision. This is not in accordance
with the in vitro experiments that show an opening of the spheroid after
incision. That is why the definition of this function is chosen such that it is
increasing, which amounts to use positive values for γ. We present in Figure
5 the different profiles of stored stress, depending on the chosen value for the
exponent n. Note that the radial component is always negative (compressive
stress in the entire domain), while the circumferential component is negative
inside the domain (tendency to ”close” the domain tangentially) and positive
in an outer layer (tendency to ”open” the domain tangentially). The limit
between these two zones and their relative magnitude depends on the exponent
n. In other words, the exponent n describes the spatial distribution of stored
stress in the domain: the higher is n, the more the circumferential stress is
high close to the boundary of the domain, see Figure 5.
Let u∞ be one-half of the maximum opening of the spheroid after the
incision. The normalization of stored stress amounts to choose the coefficient
γ in Equation (12). It is chosen such that the maximum opening u∞ takes a
prescribed value. We decided in our sensitivity analysis study to fix u∞ = 0.5,
which amounts to say that the opening is equal to the initial radius of the
spheroid (which is normalized to 1).
Since there is no hope to recover absolute value of the Lamé coefficients
from the mere observation of displacements, we choose units in which the
Young’s modulus is E = 1. The Lamé parameters can then be described by
Poisson coefficient ν using the expressions
λ =
Eν
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Fig. 5 Profile of the radial (left) and circumferential (right) stored stress for different values
of the exponent n. For each value of n we plot T11(r) = γ(n) × (rn − 1) (left figure) and







(right figure), where γ(n) is chosen so that the opening is
equal to the radius of the sphere. The different values of γ(n) are given in Table 3
The limit value ν = 0.5 corresponds to an incompressible material. Since
biological tissues are almost incompressible, this study is performed for the
range of ν ∈ (0.4, 0.5).









, see eq. (8). It spans this entire interval and a − amin is expressed
as a fraction of amax − amin, as shown in Table 1.
The last parameter that is involved in the model is the exponent n that
describes the spatial distribution of stored stress. Three values of n are tested
in order to model linear stored stress (n = 1), parabolic stored stress (n = 2)
and extreme stored stress (n = 6). The last case corresponds to a situation
where at the boundary of the sphere the circumferential stored stress has
a large magnitude. This represents an approximation to the intuition that
’compressive stress is inside the domain and circumferential stress is at the
boundary’. Note that by increasing the exponent n one can achieve more
extreme cases.
Table 1 The different values used for the three parameters of the model.
Parameter Range Discrete values tested in this study




(0, 1) 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8
n N 1, 2, 6
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4.2 Quantitative study of the influence of the parameters
The prescribed maximum displacement u∞ is similar for every simulation.
Hence the maximum variation between two displacement fields can be ex-
pressed as a fraction of this maximum displacement. In order to study the
effect of one parameter on the shape of the spheroid, two values (1) and (2)
are first considered in the range spanned by the parameter of interest. Then
for every couple of the other two parameters the maximum variations between
the solutions u(1) and u(2) are computed, as well as the mean of all these


















‖u(n, a′, ν1)− u(n, a′, ν1)‖X , (15)
where B, A and C are the sets that contains the discrete values of n, a′ and
ν with a′ = (a − amin)/(amax − amin). The norm ‖ · ‖X is either the infinite




‖u(x)‖2/V ol(Ω), where V ol(Ω) denotes the volume of the
domain Ω.
The results are presented in Table 2, and we discuss below the results
obtained with the infinite norm. The same comments hold qualitatively for
the L2 norm results, although their magnitude is about half the one with the
infinite norm.
4.3 Discussion
The first comment concerns the value of a′. Table 1(b) shows that a variation
of a′ does not significantly change the displacement field. Not surprisingly, the
largest difference comes by comparing the simulations performed with a′ equals
to 0.2 and 0.8, but it is less than 1% of the final opening of the spheroid. It can
be asserted that the value of a′ does not affect significantly the displacement
field.
Similarly, the choice of Poisson coefficient ν in the range [0.4, 0.5) close to
incompressibility does not affect significantly the displacement field, since the
extreme difference is of the order of 2%.
The last point is that the exponent n seems to be the most relevant pa-
rameter that impacts on the displacement field. It follows from the observation
of Table 1(a) that the relative variation can be up to almost 5% between the
extreme values. In order to provide a broader picture of the influence of the
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(a) Percent
‖∆Bu(n1, n2)‖X/u∞,
for all (n1, n2) ∈ B




(b) Percent ‖∆Au(a1, a2)‖X/u∞, for
all (a1, a2) ∈ A
a′ 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
0.8 0.60 0.42 0.22
0.6 0.38 0.20 0.11
0.4 0.18 0.10 0.20
0.2 0.09 0.18 0.29
(c) Percent ‖∆Cu(ν1, ν2)‖X/u∞, for all
(ν1, ν2) ∈ C
ν 0.4 0.42 0.44 0.46 0.48
0.48 2.14 1.79 1.38 0.85
0.46 1.31 0.95 0.54 0.23
0.44 0.77 0.42 0.16 0.39
0.42 0.36 0.14 0.30 0.52
0.4 0.13 0.27 0.43 0.65
Table 2 Mean variations between the displacement fields given two values of one parameter,
with respect to the two other parameters. The upper values correspond to the infinite norm
and lower triangle to the L2 norm.
exponent n on the displacement field, a series of simulations was performed
enforcing a complete incision of the spheroid instead of the previous half cut
(incision depth equal to 2). The increasing ’bending’ of spheroid outline, that
comes with large values of n, is highlighted on figure 6 (right).
Fig. 6 Left: deformed domain after a complete incision (n = 1, a′ = .6 and ν = .46). Right:
profiles of the domain along the plane y = 0 for two different values of n: Red: n = 1, a′ = .6
and ν = .46. Blue: n = 6, a′ = .6 and ν = .46. This documents the influence of n on the
displacement field in the case of a complete incision.
As a conclusion of the parametric study: the parameters a′ and ν do not
affect significantly the displacement field (as long as ν is close to incompress-
ibility), hence these parameters are not identifiable. Note that the parameter
a′ is specific to our hyperelastic model (Ciarlet-Geymonat) while ν is a classi-
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cal elastic parameter. Since the Young’s modulus is equal to 1 the knowledge
of ν is equivalent of the knowledge of the Lamé parameters.
5 Coupling with experimental data
5.1 Experimental setup and measured quantities
Spheroids made from 500 HCT116 colon carcinoma cells and grown for 6 days
were cut along diameter with an ophtalmic scalpel. Transmitted light images
of spheroids were acquired before and 10s after incision under a Macrofluo Z16
APO microscope (Leica) fitted with a CoolSNAP ES2 CCD camera (Roper).
The depth of the incision and the opening length (distance between the both
extremities incised, see Figure 1) were measured using ImageJ software [21].
The measures of depth of incision and length of opening are reported as a
percentage of the spheroid diameter. In Figure 7 are shown representative
images of spheroids after cutting. The replicability of the experiment can be
visualized however the variability does not allow to infer the precise shape of
the boundary of the spheroid.
Note: The precise shape of the spheroid after incision would allow to es-
timate the parameter n. It is however difficult to estimate which value of n
is the most close to experimental data because the difference between two
simulations with different values of n is of the same order of magnitude as
the variation between two replicas of the same in vitro experiment, and the
bending profile in the experiment is difficult to quantify precisely, see Figure
7. We can conclude that the estimation of the precise shape of the boundary
is out of reach of the present experiment, and the quantitative measurements
that will be used are: the incision depth and the opening length.
Fig. 7 Transmitted light images of four independent spheroids 10s after cutting. Scale bar:
100 microns.
5.2 Quantities that can be identified
In order to perform simulations to be compared to experimental data, we
use the arbitrary values a′ = 0.6 and ν = 0.46. These values are arbitrary
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and do not pretend to have any physical meaning. They are just required for
computational purposes.
As also outlined above, in the experimental setup considered here the open-
ing of the spheroid is approximately equal to its radius when it is cut in half.
Therefore, assuming that the internal stress follows the law (12) with a given
power n, there exists a unique coefficient γ that enforces a prescribed opening
of ω = 0.5. For each of the three exponents tested earlier, the numerical value
of γ that constrains the opening ω = 0.5 is given in Table 3. However the in-
terpretation of γ is physically difficult to grasp and we consider the following
quantities:
















These quantities can be interpreted as total stored stresses necessary to
deform the medium from the virtual unstressed configuration into the actual
configuration before the incision. In other words they represent the amount of
stress stored radially/circumferentially.
The unit to measure these stored stresses is a pressure unit × a volume
unit, which provides an energy unit. The pressure unit is given by the Young’s
modulus, which we have normalized to 1, and the volume unit is the volume
of the unit ball, since the domain Ω is the unit ball. Note that these quantities
are computed analytically from Equations (12).
It is straightforward to prove, using Equation (6), that σrad + σtan = 0.
In other words, the same amount of energy is stored as radial stress and as
circumferential stress, only the sign is inverted.
The total radial stored stress was numerically estimated for different values
of n. It follows from the observation of Table 3 that the quantity σrad has a
small variation (approximately 1%) when the exponent n spans the range. In
other words, we can assess that even if n is unknown, the value of σrad can
be confidently recovered, or equivalently the value of σtan can be confidently
recovered.
Table 3 Stored stress comparison between several power laws.
n = 1 n = 2 n = 6
γ 0.425 0.265 0.158
σrad -0.445 -0.445 -0.440
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5.3 Comparison between experiments and simulation
The coefficient γ representing the magnitude of the stored stress is computed
as before, such that the opening is 2ω when the incision depth is 1. The value
of the half-opening ω was chosen so that the corresponding point belongs to
the regression line of the experimental points. We found the value ω = 0.474.
Once the coefficient γ has been evaluated, the simulation is performed at
different incision depths. For each depth the opening is computed and can
be compared to experimental data. The results are presented in Figure 8 and
show satisfactory agreement with experimental data.
Fig. 8 Comparison between the experimental and the numerical relation between the open-
ing length and incision depth.
6 Conclusion
We have studied in the present work the estimation of stored mechanical stress
in spherical domains, with an application to spherical microtissues. The ex-
istence of stored mechanical stress is evidenced by the incision of the tissue
which induces a change of shape, and the objective was to use incision experi-
ments to obtain quantitative information regarding the stored stress. We have
proposed contributions in the theoretical analysis, numerical parametric study
and in the coupling with experimental data.
On the theoretical part, the spatial distribution of stored stress in a domain
initially at rest cannot be arbitrary. We specify this constraint in the spherical
case: the stored stress is the sum of a radial (compressive) component and a
circumferential component which are not independent.
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The parametric study shows the influence of the different parameters on
the final shape of the domain after incision. If the shape of the domain after
the incision is precisely measured, or in the case of complete incision, then one
could recover the spatial distribution of the stored stress. In our model it is
described by the exponent n. However the precise shape of the domain cannot
be confidently estimated because of the uncertainty of the measurement due to
the small scale of microtissues and the variability among the different samples.
In the realistic case where the available data is the opening distance vs
incision depth, then the total radial stored stress can be evaluated, which is
the amount of energy stored as stress that tends to ’inflate’ the domain, or
equivalently the total circumferential stored stress. In the absence of more
information, no other parameters of the mechanical model can be confidently
recovered. This conclusion follows the rule of a thumb that by measuring
one real parameter, one cannot hope to recover more than one independent
parameter.
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